The roughly forty native languages of Siberia fall into ten small language families and isolates. Despite the great geographic and genetic diversity exhibited among the various indigenous Siberian languages, they nevertheless show a range of features crosscutting these boundaries. In particular, the languages show a sufficient quantity of logically (and typologically) independent features clustered together macro-areally, coupled with an extensive degree of local bilingualism and language intermixture on the micro-areal level, such that it has become meaningful to discuss a Siberian linguistic area.
In the following I present a discussion of various features that make up the constellation of characteristics typifying the languages of the Siberian linguistic area. After offering a brief overview and exemplification of a range of phonological and morphosyntactic features of the languages of the Siberian macro-area I then examine the opposition of both dative and allative case forms, and of instrumental and comitative case forms in the indigenous languages of the region in somewhat more detail.
In a series of papers, (Anderson 1997 , 2001a , 2001b , Anderson 2002 , Anderson 2003a . 2003b , 2004b ) I have introduced a range of phonological, nominal, verbal, morphosyntactic and syntactic features that characterize the languages of the Siberian area. Space does not permit a full elaboration of all of these, which would require a long book-length study, but I outline below some of the more salient of these characteristic features.
Figure 1: Russia and the languages of Siberia 1 Select Phonological Characteristics of the Siberian Linguistic Area
In terms of phonology, Siberian languages exhibit a range of different but commonly shared characteristics. This includes such features as some kind of system of vocalic harmony and the presence of a high back unrounded vowel [] (sometimes rendered  in certain transcription traditions). In addition, a four-way place contrast of nasals is common across the languages of the macro-area opposing labial, dento-alveolar, palatal and velar places of articulation {m/n/ñ/Ñ} (Anderson 2003a/b). Most Siberian languages have this formal contrast, and in some, it appears to be diachronically stable: i.e. it is both an old and a current feature of the languages (2). This includes languages belonging to the Tungusic, Ob-Ugric, and Samoyedic families, as well as the isolates Nivkh and Yukaghir.
(2) Siberian languages with stable contrast of m/n/ñ/Ñ i. PROTO-TUNGUS *m, *n, *ñ, *Ñ (Tsintsius 1949: 180, 183, 203, 192) EVK EVN NEG ORCH ORK UDH ULCH NAN MAN gloss ñuÑun ñuÑen ñuÑun ñuÑu n nuÑu ñuÑu n ñüÑü n ñuÑu n ningun '6' moo moo moo moo moo moo moo moo moo 'tree'
ii. NIVKH (Panfilov 1962 : 6-7, Gruzdeva 1998 cf iii. YUKAGHIRIc (Krejnovich 1958 (Krejnovich , 1982 Other languages suggest rather that the opposition is secondary (3), perhaps due to the long-term presence in Siberia of the languages in question and their subsequent interaction with other indigenous Siberian languages that possessed this opposition. Generally speaking, the most unstable and marked of these sounds in Siberian languages is the palatal nasal ñ; m, n, and  are found in all the languages concerned (although with different phonotactic restrictions, see in part below). In the case of the following languages, ñ, and thus the four-way contrast, is either marginal or the result of a relatively recent borrowing or rephonemicization of n in the context of front or high vowels, or through some other, now opaque cause. Such languages include Buryat, the Yeniseic languages (e.g. Ket) and the Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages.
Languages where contrast appears secondary i. MONGOLIC (Darbeeva 1996: 86 iii. CHUKOTKO-KAMCHATKAN (Skorik 1986: 80, 79, 81) Itel'men Chukchi Al'utor Kerek Koryak gloss ñeñek'ecẋÚ neneneqey ununuki nananaqi qeyëkmiÑeqey 'child'
There are also indigenous Siberian languages that seem to have possessed ñ (and thus the four-way nasal contrast) at an earlier period but no longer do so, e.g. Eskimo-Aleut and many Turkic languages of Siberia. In Eskimo, *ñ merged with *n in all languages except word-initially in the now extinct Sireniki, where it merged with *y. Common Turkic had *-ñ but this was lost in the history of most modern Turkic languages, where it merged with *-y (or *-n). Some Siberian Turkic languages have had it re-introduced through the means described above or other phonological processes, e.g. distant nasal assimilation of j or d y to ñ word-initially in North Altai Turkic (4ii). Some Turkic languages actually preserve the original Common Turkic *-ñ in non-initial position, e.g. Tofa, and that at least in these cases, this language should be included in the group in (2) above; note that *ñ was lacking word-initially in Turkic.
(4) Languages in which contrast is old and/or restructured i. ESKIMO-ALEUT (Mudrak 1986: 234-5) 
PSYE
Sireniki Naukan *n n n *ñ y-, -nn ii. TURKIC N. Altai dialects (Baskakov 1972: 27; 1966: 26 
It is worth at least mentioning that South Siberian Turkic and Eskimo occupy the extreme southwest and northeast peripheral areas of the Siberian linguistic area, and therefore perhaps the loss of this four-way nasal contrast is not all that surprising. À propos to the reintroduction of the four-way nasal contrast in northeastern Turkic varieties, the influx of ñ-initial words in Yakut and Dolgan has come primarily through loans from Evenki (5), some with original initial ñ, some shifted in Yakut/Dolgan from n before high or front vowels (whether these latter are found in the loan source or secondarily altered). 'lean-to/shed built in forest' (< nimde/nimne) (< neeku 'bark-covered lean-to, platform, shed') ñu(o)rii ñimaat 'decorated woman's riding staff' 'old hunters' tradition of dividing up the spoils from a hunt with one's neighbors' (< ñoori) (< nimaat) ñuogu 'decorated belt for the front reindeer' (< ñogu 'first (reindeer)', A further feature common to indigenous Siberian languages is the presence of the velar nasal sound in onset position. In the languages of northern and eastern Siberia, one frequently finds syllable-initial Ñ-. This includes both languages that allow Ñ-word initially (Evenki, Chukchi, Nganasan, Nanai, etc.) and those that allow this in onset position in medial syllables only, i.e. in syllable initial position (and indeed morpheme-initially, sometimes arising through a process of nasal assimilation from g as in Yakut) but not in syllables at word-edge (Yakut, Khanty, etc., see Anderson 2004a).
(6) Languages with word-initial Ñ-i. PROTO-TUNGUS *Ñ- (Cincius 1949 iii. NIVKH (Gruzdeva 1998: 11-13, 24, 32 For a more detailed analysis of the phonology of nasals in Siberian languages, see Anderson (2003a Anderson ( , 2003b . To be sure there are a range of other phonological features that characterize the languages of Siberia (or a rather large but geographically definable subset of such languages). One such feature (Anderson 2001a) is a diachronic process of deaffrication, which changes affricates (usually palatal, sometimes alveo-dental ones) into corresponding (palatalized) stops. This phenomenon may have been operative at the proto-language level, i.e. be an old process in the history of a give language or group of languages, as in Northern Yeniseic, Orok and probably also Yukaghiric, or it may be an active idiolectal or dialectally differentiating process, that is operating not on the level of diachronic phonology, but rather a quasi-active process of the living language(s) in their current state. Such is the case in various Tungusic languages, local varieties of certain Altai-Sayan Turkic languages, and Sel'kup. In some instantiations, this deaffrication process has introduced a phonemicization of a palatalized: non-palatalized opposition for alveolar stops into the sound system.
Select Verbal Morphology Features in the Siberian Linguistic Area
Verb morphology also shares a number of distinctive features across the indigenous languages of Siberia. Among these shared and areally diagnostic features may be included morphological means of encoding desiderative mood (8) and reciprocal voice (9), both of which are widespread in the languages of Siberia. 'want to laugh' 'want to leave' (Zhukova 1972: 202) ii (Darbeeva 1997: 45) iii. TUNGUSIC Even Even ak-nil aw-mat-ta baka-lda brother-PL wash-RECIP-NONFUT.3PL meet-RECIP/SOC 'the brothers washed each other' 'meet each other' (Malchukov 1995: 14) (Malchukov 1995: 14) (Gruzdeva 1998; Panfilov 1962) (Rassadin 1978: 135) 
Select Syntactic Features of the Siberian Linguistic Area
With regards to the syntax of the indigenous languages of Siberia, the following general statements can be made: In terms of simplex clauses, the basic constituent order Subject Object Verb <SOV> is nearly universal among the languages of the Siberian macro-area. Some are more rigidly verb-final than others, but SOV was the default order attested before the pronounced influence of Russian was made manifest in the colloquial varieties of numerous Native Siberian languages (for representative examples, examine virtually any sentence from any Siberian language offered below).
In terms of complex sentence structure, Siberian languages make extensive use of so-called converb forms, or various types of adverbial or nominalized verb formations, as well as the characteristic and common use of case morphology to mark a range of functional types of subordinate clauses. With regards to the latter type of construction, case-marked clausal subordination, there are several basic formal sub-types attested in Siberian languages. In one type, the cases attach to some overtly nominalized form of the verb (participial, infinitival, etc.) (10), while in another, the case may also attach to either a bare stem form, a semi-inflected form or even to a finite verb form as in certain formations in Northern Yeniseic languages. 'when I am scared' 'when you are scared' (Künnap 1993: 387) ii. OB-UGRIC Mansi juw joxt-um-um-t xo:tël-as house arrive-PRTCPL-1-LOC day.dawn-PST 'when I arrived home, the day had (already) dawned' (Rombandeeva 1993: 299) iii. MONGOLIC Buryat xele-xe-de-m ünensė-xe-güy
'when I tell (my friends), they won't believe it' (Cheremisina et al. 1984: 156) iv. TUNGUSIC Evenki min-duk pektre:vun-me ga-na-duk-in bega itten-e-n I-ABL gun-ACC take-PRTCPL-ABL-3 month PASS-NFUT-3 'a month had passed since he took my gun from me' (Nedjalkov 1997: 51) bira dagadun o:-ri-du-v so:t edni-l-le-n river near become-PRTCPL-DAT-1 very blow.wind-INCH-NFUT-3 'when I found myself near the river, a strong wind began to blow' (Nedjalkov 1997: 51) v. TURKIC Tuvan men kel-gen-im-de azìldaar men
'when I come (here), I work' (Anderson & Harrison 1999: 73) vi. YUKAGHIRIC Kolyma (Odul) Yukaghir qa:qa:-pe-gi ajli-de-ge "el+qon-i-lek" mon-de-ge
'their grandfather forbids (it), saying " don't go" but the children do not obey' (Maslova 2003: 372) vii.
'he gave me money to make a boat' (Gruzdeva 1998: 51) 'since I was sleeping on the snow, my leg got sick' (Künnap 1999a: 35) ii. CHUKOTKO-KAMCHATKAN Chukchi yëme-©të nel©ë-n ©ëm-nan të-tt÷ë-©÷e-n ëweyoc©ën
'when I hung up the pelt I knocked over the vessel' (Kämpfe & Volodin 1995: 106) iii. YENISEIC Yugh u kidagej ku-da⋲-diÑë:r you here 2-live-ABL 'since you lived here' (Werner 1997: 236) While one or the other of such case-marked subordination patterns may dominate or be well attested within the structure of a given Siberian language, other sub-patterns may also be attested in that grammatical system when viewed as a whole. For example, Chukotko-Kamchatkan, Yukaghiric and Samoyedic languages show not only the more cross-linguistically atypical pattern (cases attached to bare stem or (semi-)inflected form), but they may also show formations of the more common first type with nominalized verb forms, while Turkic, where such nominalized verb forms serve as hosts for a range of case-marked clausal subordination functional sub-types, the second type of construction is also attested to a restricted degree. 'until I come, he won't leave from here' (Kostjakov 1976: 59) In both of these sets of examples the following observations can be made: there is variation between a mixed structure with a case-marked verb, a clause-initial subordinator and a scope-less negative operator and a fully finite, case-less form, with the negative and clause initial subordinator. In less Russianized varieties, neither the clause initial subordinator nor a scope-less negative operator is found (13). Note that the Russian-Aleut mixed language Copper Island Aleut (14i) also shows a construction similar to the one of Russian origin, which is given in (14ii). (13) ii. YENISEIC Sumarokovo Ket: (ostensible original construction)
dìlgit d-a:n-is-ta-n qon-iy-o-v-©on baÑ-diÑa
'the children played (outside) until it got dark' (Grisina 1977: 105) (14) i. Copper Island Aleut ya vcėra abaa-l poka ni=qaxcȧkcȧa-l I yesterday work-PST until NEG=get.dark-PST 'yesterday I worked until it got dark' (Golovko & Vaxtin 1990: 103) ii. Russian poka my˘ ne pris-l-i domoj until... we NEG come-PST-PL homeward 'until/before we came (or come) home'
On case morphology in the Siberian Linguistic Area
Among the most salient features of the systems of nominal inflection attested in the indigenous languages of Siberia is an elaborated system of nominal case. Generally speaking the total number of cases increases from south and west to north and east, being least developed in various Ob-Ugric and Altai-Sayan Turkic varieties and reaching their maximal expression in Siberia in Northern Tungusic Even and Evenki and Chukotko-Kamchatkan Koryak with well over a dozen case forms.
With respect to the categories expressed within the case systems of the indigenous languages of Siberia, in addition to the case oppositions discussed in more details in sections 5.1 and 5.2 below, one particularly common and typically Siberian case category is a prolative or prosecutive case. This marks motion along or past an object. Prolative case forms are commonly found especially among the languages of the northern and eastern regions of Siberia (15).
(15) Languages with prolative case
house-PROL house-PL-PROL 'deer were running along the path' 'along the house' 'along the houses' (Bulatova & Grenoble 1999 : 10) (Malchukov 1995 ii. 3-go they river-PROL PL-3.PAST-go 'along the ground' 'he is going through the forest' 'they went along the river' (Werner 1997c: 105) (Werner 1997a: 79) vi. TURKIC Xakas kök is saray üst-ün-je kölecke-le-n-íp par-cȧtxan blue smoke barn top-3-P/E ring-VSF-RFLXV-CV PRFV.II-IMPERF 'the pipe gurgled, the blue smoke ringing along the top of the barn' (Pritsak 1959b) vii. YUKAGHIRIC Wadul Odul enu-pul-an yali-pe-an gorot-qan Omolon-gen river-PL-PROL lake-PL-PROL city-PROL Omolon-PROL 'along rivers' 'along lakes' 'about town' 'along the Omolon (river)' (Krejnovich 1958: 57) (Krejnovich 1958: 57) Note that among non-Samoyedic languages of southern and western Siberian, prolative case is found only in Xakas and Tofa (where it is restricted or vestigial), two languages with known Sayan Samoyedic substrata.
In the following sections, I examine two further common features found in the grammars of indigenous Siberian languages. In section 2, the characteristic opposition of dative and allative case forms are examined, while section 3 presents data on the opposition of comitative and instrumental case forms in the languages of the Siberian linguistic area.
Dative vs. Allative Case
One of the most salient features of the case systems of indigenous Siberian languages is the opposition of a dative and an allative case form. Generally speaking, the former marks recipient arguments, or other roles typically associated with the syntactic relation of indirect object, while the latter frequently serves to indicate motion towards an entity (or location). Both of these case forms are found throughout the Siberian Tungusic languages, and may be relatively straightforwardly reconstructed to Proto-Tungusic based on these correspondence sets.
(16) Proto-Tungus DAT vs. ALL i.
Evenki ii. Nanai nuartin bytk:n-du: oron-mo ani:-ra ogda-du ogda-ti they boy-DAT deer-ACC give-AOR boat-DAT boat-ALL 'they gave the boy a deer' 'to the boat' 'toward the boat' (Bulatova & Grenoble 1999: 9 ) (Sem 1997: 184) iii.
Evenki iv. Even tirgaka:kin bira-tki: ollo-mo:-sina-ß d'uu-du d'uu-tki noon river-ALL fish-GO-INCEP-1PLEX
house-DAT house-ALL 'at noon we went to the river to fish' 'to the house' 'towards the house' (Bulatova & Grenoble 1999: 10) ( 'towards the boat' 'to me' 'towards me' (Lebedeva 1997: 225 ) (Cincius 1997: 197) Two comments need to be made on the history and function of this opposition in Tungusic. First, while dative case indeed marks the recipient argument with verbs like 'give', the allative is found on the recipient of verbs of speaking in Siberian Tungusic languages. Further, while this opposition can be reconstructed to Proto-Tungusic, it is mostly lacking in Manchu and in Jurchen, both not insignificantly influenced by Mandarin Chinese, which lacks such a system of inflection.
Among Samoyedic languages, the opposition is primarily limited to the so-called Ket dialect of Sel'kup. While a dative/[al]lative opposition is found in a variety of Uralic languages, this particular opposition in Ket Sel'kup appears to be a recent innovation rather than an archaic retention from an earlier system. It is mainly lacking in other Sel'kup varieties.
kula-ni crow-DAT crow-ALL 'to the crow' 'towards the crow' (Kuper 1986) Certain Koryak varieties, as well as Kerek, show an opposition between dative and allative (18i). Note that in Chukchi (18ii), dative case is limited to pronouns, so the opposition is not well-developed. In Al'utor, the allative is lacking altogether, with allative functions marked by the dative (see 18iii). The presence of a fully developed opposition of allative vs. dative in both pronouns and nouns in Proto-Chukchi-Koryak (or Proto-Northern Chukotko-Kamchatkan) is doubtful. Note in this regard that the divergent Itel'men lacks a dative case as well. Therefore, the dative: allative opposition does not appear to be particularly old in Chukotko-Kamchatkan as a whole. However, the Chukchi pattern, as it is fairly specific and difficult to motivate diachronically, may be the original one in Northern Chukotko-Kamchatkan, i.e. the opposition was only originally found in pronouns, later extended to all nouns in Koryak, possibly under Northern Tungusic influence.
(18) CHUKOTKO-KAMCHATCKAN (Stebnitskij 1994: 144) , (Skorik 1986: 93) i.
Koryak
'towards me' (Kämpfe and Volodin 1995: 86) iii.
'Palana Koryak' qlegi npqlawol- rara- bewweevlin drop.by old.man-DAT house-DAT set.off.for.PST.3 'drop by and visit at the old man's 'he set off for home' (Zhukova 1980: 48-49) Note that in Koryak both the dative and the allative are dominant or strong suffixes and trigger dominant/strong vocalism in the stem (e.g. mil'ut 'hare' > mel'otaÑ [hare-DAT]).
Old Turkic also possessed an opposition between dative <-GA> and allative <-GArU> cases, the latter perhaps derived secondarily from the former at the pre-Old Turkic stage. The dative case has been preserved intact in all the modern Siberian Turkic languages. On the other hand, the old allative has lost its case function, being preserved in a lexicalized manner in only a small number of adverbial expressions, e.g. Xakas tasxar 'to the outside', sker 'to the east' (Anderson 1998: 13). However, two Turkic languages have reintroduced the formal opposition into the case system, viz. Tuvan and Xakas of the Altai-Sayan region of south-central Siberia. In the former, an earlier equative-cum-prolative case has taken on the function of the allative, while the latter innovated a new form completely, representing a grammaticalization and subsequent fusing of an earlier 'auxiliary' or relational noun meaning 'side'. 'I shall go (up) to the river' 'your father lived (up) to old age' (Gruzdeva 1998: 21 ) (Gruzdeva 1998: 21) The following observations can be made regarding the distribution of the opposition of dative and allative case forms among the languages of Native Siberia. This contrast can be reconstructed to Proto-Tungusic but is lacking in the Tungusic languages which have undergone extensive influence from Chinese, i.e. those outside of the Siberian area. Further it appears to have been an archaic feature in Turkic, albeit one in which the allative formally appeared to have been derived from the dative. This old contrast was lost in most Turkic languages but reintroduced in individual Turkic languages later through various independent and different developments. In the isolate language Nivkh, the comparative picture is unsurprisingly difficult to assess, as the opposition appears in both main dialects of the language and thus appears to be old, but like Old Turkic, the allative appears to be an augmented form of (or derived from) the dative. Among western and central Siberian languages, apart from the Turkic languages just mentioned, the opposition appears restricted to a single dialect of Sel'kup (where Evenki influence is possible). Lastly, in the Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages, we find the following situation: in Koryak and the recently extinct Kerek, one finds the opposition in varying degrees throughout the nominal system, while in Chukchi, this is mostly lacking except with pronominals, and in Al'utor and Itel'men entirely so. The influence of Northern Tungusic (Even and/or Evenki) is a possible cause of its appearance in Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages, in particular Koryak, which would then reflect a secondary, rather than a primary, opposition of the case forms in question.
Instrumental vs. Comitative Case
Another common feature seen in the grammars of indigenous languages of Siberia is the contrast of an instrumental and a comitative case. The former marks instrumental roles in the sentence, while the latter marks accompaniment. Both of these can be reconstructed for Northern Tungusic. The instrumental is actually found in all Siberian Tungusic languages, however, a comitative case form is found only in the Southern Tungusic language Orok, with a probably non-cognate form. Otherwise, the instrumental has comitative functions in the Tungusic languages, e.g. Udihe (22). 'the woman on the skis went up o her father' (Bulatova & Grenoble 1999: 9) ii. Evenki bi: kin-nu:n-mi: tßl:-m I sister-COM-REFL.SG collect.berries-1SG 'I went with my sister to pick berries' (Bulatova & Grenoble 1999: 12) iii. Note that a comitative case form is found in Solon (Cincius 1997a) , where it has the clearly non-cognate shape -gili:, but it is lacking in Negidal (Cincius 1997b) , which is geographically in the Southern Tungusic region, but linguistically more Northern-like.
While an instrumental-comitative opposition may thus well be an old one in ProtoTungusic, the particular forms in Evenki and Even, and Solon as well suggest that the formal realization of this opposition might actually be a Northern Tungusic innovation.
Orok might be an archaic retention-formally or functionally speaking-of an earlier ProtoTungusic opposition, or an unrelated development. Note that the comitative case is only possible with animates in Orok; however, Northern Tungusic shows no such restriction.
Resolving the details of these historical issues awaits further research. In Chukotko-Kamchatkan, the instrumental : comitative opposition is clearly reconstructable in form and function to the proto-language level. In fact, in opposition to the instrumental there are two comitative forms, called variably the first and second comitative, or the sociative and the comitative. While the instrumental consists of a typologically and areally typical case suffix, the comitative/sociative forms on the other hand use a circumfix. In Chukchi, this consists of a ga-prefix followed by the stem, followed by the instrumental suffix for the 1 st comitative/sociative, or by the suffix -ma for the (2 nd ) comitative. In Koryak and Koryak-like varieties, one finds rather a variety of prefixal elements, e.g. (g)awun-~ gA-in the comitative and g A -~ gAyq-in the sociative. -te, -nek, yëk -ta, -nak, -yik -k, -ne, -rëk -ta, -nak, -tëk -l' SOC g(e) -.. (Skorik 1986: 93) PsCh-Ko = Proto-Chukchi-Koryak When data from Itel'men is considered, it appears that the comitative, sociative, and instrumental forms all must be reconstructed to the Proto-Chukotko-Kamchatkan level, although the details of the history of the suffixal element in the (2 nd ) comitative remains to be worked out. Functionally speaking, the sociative is generally used with animate referents, the comitative with inanimates (for example in Koryak (Zhukova 1972: 120) . Note that when used with inanimates, the opposition is one of degrees of connectedness or comitativity, with the sociative marking a greater degree of connectedness. Compare the Koryak sentences in (24iii-iv) below. 'with the bear' (Zhukova 1972: 107) ii. Koryak geyqë-miml-e ga-Ñaviqqal'u-ta gawën-meml-ëma COM-water-SOC COM-girl-SOC COM-water-COM 'with water' 'with a little girl, daughter' 'with water' (Zhukova 1972: 120) iii. Koryak ec i nno eyq-mily-e kueqev nota-yt today he COM-gun-SOC went tundra-ALL 'today he went to the tundra with his gun' (Zhukova 1972: 121) iv. Koryak nno gawn-melgy-ma gaplqalin he COM-gun-COM drowned 'he drowned with his gun' (Zhukova 1972: 121) v.
)A -(t)a -(t)A ~ -(t)a -(t)A *-(t)A

-(t)e (N=)g(a)-..-(t)a -g(e)--..-(t)e g(a)--(t)a
k-/x-..-L' COM g(a)-..-ma g(a)-..-ma -g(a)-..-ma g(a)-..-ma k-..-cȧm x-..cȯm
Chukchi ënpi-nacġ-ërgëna-t qorat ga-npënacġ-ërgëna-qora-ma
old.man-PL reindeer-PL COM-old.men-reindeer-COM 'the old men's reindeers' 'with the old men's reindeers' (Skorik: 1986: 107) A few comments need to be made regarding the use of the sociative and comitative in Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages. First, as the second set of Koryak examples show, the comitative and sociative suffixal elements belong to different harmonic classes and therefore trigger different forms of the stem. Also, the (2 nd ) comitative form functions as a phrasal-type circumfix in large compound structures, see the Chukchi form in (24v). The history of these three case forms is not certain, but may be as follows. The instrumental appears older in the language (e.g. it has innovated an grammatical ergative function) with the comitative forms innovated secondarily. Possibly the sociative is historically an instrumental case form of a derived (nominal) form in ga-. The comitative on the other hand may be derived from a similar form followed by the postposition omaka. Note that in Koryak there is generally no comitative form of personal pronouns, and omaka is used instead (with a locative form of the pronoun).
(25) Koryak m-k omaka muy-k omaka I-LOC together.with we-LOC together.with 'with me' 'with us' (Zhukova 1972: 45) There are also predicative functions of the comitative and sociative cases in the formation of certain kinds of adverbial subordinate clauses in Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages.
(26) Chukchi ewsqet ga-gntow-ma kulil'ru-gi woman COM-run.away-COM cry.out-PERF 'the woman cried out while running away' (Kämpfe and Volodin 1995: 54) These are likely to be secondary formations in the history of Chukotko-Kamchatkan, after the development of the case forms with nominals. Also, case marked clausal subordination may reflect an areally diffused property in this family of languages. In Yukaghiric languages, both an instrumental and a comitative case form are attested. These show clear cognacy across both Odul and Wadul and can be easily reconstructed for Proto-Yukaghiric. Note that regarding the comitative, the default uses of this in Yukaghir include marking possession and conjoining two nouns.
(27) YUKAGHIRIC Yukaghir (Krejnovich 1982: 45, 46, 47) i.
Yukaghir ( 'with a dwelling, he has a dwelling' (Krejnovich 1982: 45) iii. Yukaghir (Wadul) ile-ñej la:me me-qaldej-Ñi reindeer-COMIT dog PV-run.off-3PL 'the dog ran off with the reindeer', 'the dog and the reindeer ran off' (Krejnovich 1982: 46) As is well known, both Khanty and Mansi are not single languages but clusters of related dialects and each probably constitutes three or four separate languages. The dialect/language variation situation is actually quite complex with regards to the case opposition under consideration. According to Honti (1998: 343) , comitative and instrumental were both present in the Proto-Ob-Ugric language, but the opposition was an innovation at this level. Note that in general, there is considerable variation among the number and types of case forms found among the Ob-Ugric languages. Mansi varieties tend to have six to seven, but Khanty 'dialects' range from 3 up to 11 distinct case forms. Generally, we find the comitative : instrumental opposition in eastern Khanty varieties and the (now often extinct) southern varieties of Mansi. Compare for example the following situation in eastern (Vakh, Vasyugan) Khanty and Tavda Mansi. Note that Sosva Mansi lacks the comitative form.
This correspondence suggests a fairly straightforward reconstruction to Proto-Ob-Ugric of both the functional opposition of instrumental and comitative, as well as formal markers encoding this contrast. In terms of the origin at the Proto-Ob-Ugric level, it is often suggested that the comitative derives from a either a pronominal base or a fused postpositional element. One western Khanty variety, Sherkal, actually shows a postpositional construction for the comitative with pronouns, e.g. maa naataaeem, 'with his foot' 'with his foot' (Bekker 1978: 136) 
'the father together with this son' '(together) with you' (Bekker 1978: 139) The historical situation is significantly more complicated than this would first appear. First, the instrumental has the appearance of the genitive, and it is not clear whether these case forms are to be considered historically separate or connected. Secondly, Nenets has a postposition/adverb o bt 'together' (Bekker 1978: 140) which appears cognate with the Sel'kup element. Thirdly, most Sel'kup dialects have innovated a new instrumental/comitative case form, possibly from a fusing of another, different adverb/postposition that might historically derive from a non-finite form of 'be', i.e. 'being' > INS > INS/COM; this may in fact be a Southern Samoyed innovation, as a cognate element seems to have existed in the extinct Kamas (Künnap 1971 ). An example of a Sel'kup form with the new instrumental/comitative is (Ust'-Ozornoe) inne-za-t [brother-INS/COM-PL] 'with the (five) brothers' (Bekker 1978: 144) .
The instrumental/comitative opposition is generally otherwise lacking in the case morphology of Samoyedic languages, e.g. Nganasan has a comitative but no instrumental, while Kamas[sian] has an instrumental but no comitative (Simoncsics 1998; Künnap 1971 ). The opposition is indeed lacking in various dialects of Sel'kup as well (Helimski 1998a) . According to the latter researcher, the instrumental/comitative opposition outlined above in Sel'kup is mainly found in lexicalized expressions, and the active case systems employ a single instrumental/comitative/sociative form.
A comitative case form is found in numerous attested modern Uralic languages, e.g. Saami (Sammallahti 19998) , Estonian (Viitso 1998), Nganasan (Helimski 1998b) or Mari (Kangasmaa-Minn 1998), but instrumental cases per se are not overly common in Uralic. An opposition of instrumental and comitative is found however in Komi (Hausenberg 1998) and Komi-Permyak (Riese 1998) , but Udmurt (Csúcs 1998) lacks a comitative, while the divergent Yaz'va dialect of Komi lacks an instrumental (Riese 1998) .
ii The Ob-Ugric developments were discussed above. Unfortunately the details of the case systems of the various daughter languages of Proto-Uralic in general, and of the Samoyedic languages in particular, is highly complex and space does permit us to pursue these issues to the degree of specificity that would be necessary here.
The Mongolic language Buryat is another Siberian language that exhibits the areally common opposition between an instrumental and a comitative case form. 'together with the cattle' (Poppe 1960: 39) This is an old feature in Buryat, as formally and functionally cognate elements are found in most other Mongolic languages, e.g. Classical Mongolian (Orlovskaja 1997) 17 th century literary Oyrat (Yaktonova 1996) , Bao-an (Todaeva 1997a) and Dagur (Todaeva 1997b) .
Within the languages of the Turkic family, only the most northeastern languages show such an opposition. In Dolgan, there are two variants of the comitative case in contrast to a single instrumental case form. In the case of the so-called second comitative, this is an element historically used to mark attributive or possessive adjectives (cf. Yukaghir), still used as such in various other Turkic languages of Siberia. Dolgan's close sister language Yakut (Sakha) has this opposition between comitative and instrumental as well, with formally cognate elements.
(28) TURKIC i. Dolgan munu ikki ilii-tinen kusput this.ACC two hand-3.INS grab-PAST.II 'he grabbed this with both hands' (Ubrjatova 1985: 121) ii. Dolgan oo-luun beye-liin ooññu-ur kh-a kihi-leek olor-or child-COMIT self-COMIT play-PRES daughter-3 person-COMIT.II sit-PRES 'he himself is playing with the child' 'his daughter is sitting with the person' (Ubrjatova 1985: 122) iii. Yakut (Sakha) Alasov iye-tiniin kel-le (~-neen) Alasov emeexsin-niin kel-li-ler Alasov mother-3.COMIT come-PAST Alasov old.woman-COMIT come-PAST-3PL 'Alasov came with his mother' 'Alasov came with the old woman' (Ubrjatova 1985: 124 ) (Ubrjatova 1985: 123) iv. Yakut (Sakha) kini, araaha, eye-nen tönnör ete he PRTCL peace-INS (re)turn-P/F SBJNCTV 'he, by all appearance, would return peacefully' (Petrov 1984: 49) According to Tenishev et al. (1988) the opposition of intstrumental and comitative is an old one in Turkic, to be reconstructed back to Proto-Turkic. According to this belief, the old instrumental -In is preserved as such mainly in lexicalized adverbial expressions throughout the modern Turkic languages (e.g. Turkish gündüzün 'during the day' Tofa khn 'during the winter'), while the earlier comitative, a fused version of the postposition '(together) with', has various reflexes in the modern Siberian Turkic languages as an instrumental case, (e.g. Xakas -na) including Yakut and Dolgan.
The opposition of instrumental and comitative is an areal feature of the languages of Siberia. It is found in Northern Tungusic, although here possibly renewing an opposition found as far back as Proto-Tungusic, and additionally possibly influenced by Yukaghir, with which Northern Tungusic speakers have had a long interaction. The opposition is a well-developed one in Proto-Chukotko-Kamchatkan. Correspondences among Yukaghiric varieties suggest that this is an old feature in this language group as well. In the Turkic varieties possessing it, it is unclear if this is a partial innovation, renewing an old Turkic opposition based on contact with Northern Tungusic, or whether these peripheral Turkic languages with the opposition are archaic in this regard. In other Turkic languages, the old comitative has become an instrumental case, while the old instrumental case is found lexicalized in various adverbial expressions. Other elements, including ones used to mark possessive adjectives were seemingly co-opted into a comitative function. In Mongolic, it is clearly an old feature, and likely to be reconstructed back to Proto-Mongolic. The most problematic groups are the Uralic languages of Siberia. It is found only in certain varieties of the Ob-Ugric languages Khanty and Mansi, but the correspondences suggest that it goes back to their common ancestor Proto-Ob-Ugric. In Samoyedic, it appears only in certain Sel'kup dialects and thus appears to be a relatively recent innovation, and at any rate appears to be marginal in the system. As with the previous opposition, the Sel'kup data may also reflect Tungusic influence in this instance, but Eastern Khanty influence is actually more likely as a source for this innovation in Sel'kup.
SUMMARY
From a macro-areal perspective, despite the obvious fact that the indigenous languages of Siberia exhibit considerable genetic and typological diversity with respect to one another, they nevertheless possess a cluster of features that pattern with one another but are not logically or typologically connected. These include features of the phonology, systems of nominal and verbal morphology, and the syntax of the simple and complex sentence. With regards to nominal morphology, two characteristic features of case systems commonly attested in the languages of Siberia were discussed in some detail above. These include on the one hand, an opposition between dative and allative case forms, and on the other, a formal contrast between instrumental and comitative case functions.
In the first instance (the dative: allative opposition), the feature primarily clusters around languages that have had significant and prolonged interaction with Tungusic languages (except Turkic, where the opposition is clearly old). In the case of the instrumental: comitative opposition, the directions of influence are more complex. Some groups clearly reflect an old opposition (Yukaghiric, Chukotko-Kamchatkan, Mongolic). With others (e.g. Tungusic, Turkic, Ob-Ugric) the situation is less clear. Northern Tungusic languages might reflect Chukotko-Kamchatkan influence, but Yukaghiric influence is perhaps more likely in this instance (large numbers of Yukaghiric speakers shifted to Northern Tungusic). The northeastern Turkic varieties on the other hand may well reflect secondary and later Northern Tungusic influence, albeit reinforcing a potentially archaic contrast. The situation with the western and central Siberian languages is also not clear at present. Ob-Ugric seems to have innovated this contrast fairly early, at the proto-language level; however, its trigger is currently opaque. Sel'kup is even more confusing as the opposition is quite recent, and Khanty influence is possible as an explanation, but this is far from certain.
As is probably obvious from the present discussion, the features of the Siberian linguistic macro-area cluster around those of the Northern Tungusic languages and this is not by accident. Indeed, the highly mobile Evenki (and to a lesser degree its sister language Even) have both the local bilingualism relationships and wide-spread distribution necessary to make them likely vectors of diffusion for at least certain of these features, whether they be older Tungusic features (the dative: allative contrast) or seemingly later innovations (the instrumental: comitative opposition). However, Tungusic > non-Tungusic is in no sense the only direction of influence apparent in these developments, but rather one in a highly complex mosaic of linguistic interactions operative over centuries and millennia across the languages of the macro-region. To be sure, an understanding and elucidation of the multifaceted dynamics of diffusion and borrowing evidenced by the distribution of these and numerous other potential areal features unfortunately still remain in their infancy. Further insights into the complex histories of the case systems and other features of the languages of the Siberian linguistic area must await future research. DAT 
